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Abstract 

In the Internet economy, two Internet giants with e-commerce platforms as their main 
business models: Alibaba and Amazon, occupy market leadership positions in China and 
the US respectively. The main businesses of the two companies are Taobao and 
Amazon.com. Due to the market environment and development history, the initial 
business models of the two websites are different, namely C2C and B2C. As Alibaba's 
main financial industry, Alipay provides services such as mobile payment, mutual funds, 
and lending, while Amazon Pay is only used as a mobile payment platform. The reason 
for this phenomenon is that the trading habits of customers in the Chinese and American 
markets are different, and the regulatory systems in the two markets are also different. 
AWS is a professional cloud computing service provided by Amazon. Alicloud, founded 
in 2009, is the world's leading cloud computing and artificial intelligence technology 
company. Comparison with Ali cloud, AWS cloud services is more mature, such as large 
data calculation, open storage the performance of these services are much better than 
Ali cloud, all over the world use access quickly, costs are for Ali cloud does cost more. In 
the process of exploring new products and new business models, Alibaba and Amazon 
have also made mistakes, investing a lot in products that are ultimately unprofitable or 
difficult to occupy the market, such as Alibaba's search engine and Amazon's Fire Phone. 
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1. Introduction 

The rapid development of Internet information technology in the past 30 years has promoted 
a new business model of e-commerce. Relying on the dividends brought by the Internet 
economy, countless e-commerce companies were established at the end of the last century, 
among which Alibaba and Amazon are the two most famous companies.  

As the two largest e-commerce companies in China and the US, Alibaba and Amazon each have 
large industrial lines and complex business models. Amazon was established in Seattle, the USA 
in 1994[1], and was one of the first companies to start an e-commerce business.  

Amazon originally only operated books on the Internet. Now it has launched a series of new 
product lines and has become the world's largest e-retailer and the second-largest Internet 
company around the globe. Today, Amazon's business scope covers retail, electronic products, 
digital media, computing services, and other categories.  
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Figure 1. Amazon's business module [2] 

 

Alibaba was established in 1999 in Hangzhou, China[3]. It operates many businesses, including 
Taobao, Tmall, Alipay, Alibaba International Market, Alibaba Cloud, Ant Financial, etc.  

 

 
Figure 2. Alibaba's business module [4] 

 

The establishment and development of Alibaba marked the rise of China's e-commerce industry. 
The success of Alibaba has pointed the way for China's Internet commerce. According to these 
two pie charts, the strategic layout of the two companies is quite different. Although both 
companies are involved in e-commerce, digital media and cloud computing, Alibaba's business 
model tends to be e-commerce platforms. 85% of the bonus revenue is generated by websites 
such as Taobao, Tmall and 1688. Amazon's revenue stream is more balanced, with e-commerce 
platforms accounting for half of the total revenue stream, and other business developments are 
also average. 

The two companies' main content is roughly similar, and both occupy the industry's first 
position in their respective initial markets, but the two companies' development history, 
specific business models, and market conditions are different. This article will show the 
development of three business models in different market environments and some "failure" 
attempts, and explain why one business model cannot succeed in another market.  
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2. Taobao & Amazon.com: The foundation of business empire 

As two Internet companies that started with e-commerce, Alibaba and Amazon's core 
businesses are their two most representative e-commerce platforms: Taobao and Amazon.com. 
These two shopping websites each chose an e-commerce model as the basis and developed and 
expanded on this basis, finally reaching the status of market dominance. 

As a classic representative of the C2C model, Taobao.com has transferred the offline local 
market model to the online by using the Internet to build an Internet platform for buyers and 
sellers (mostly small and medium-sized enterprises) [5]. Voluntary equality and fair 
competition between buyers and sellers. Alibaba collects transaction fees for opening a store 
on the website and charges fees for the service members. This kind of network service platform 
established by Taobao is based on the most basic trade rules and needs and solves small 
merchants' pain point: lack of sales channels. At the beginning of the establishment of Alibaba, 
the founder Jack Ma had the purpose of bringing convenience to the SMEs, using the Internet to 
break through the constraints of geography, information, resources, and channels for them, 
selling their products more conveniently. Another reason why Taobao adopts the C2C model is 
that when Taobao was founded, the development of China's Internet was not high. The Internet 
penetration rate was still shallow, which led to trust problems. In 2000, large Chinese 
companies generally had a distrustful attitude towards Internet commerce platforms, which 
made it difficult for Alibaba to organize a B2C platform. 

In comparison, Amazon, in a market with a more developed Internet, chose the B2C model. 
Since Amazon initially sold self-operated books, it serves as an online bookstore to provide 
customers with products. As online bookstores' scale expands, Amazon, which has a particular 
funding base, continues to expand its product categories and gradually becomes the largest B2C 
online retailer. Amazon operates books, audio-visual products, home gardening products, toys, 
baby products, etc., and earns profits by selling self-operated products. One of the significant 
advantages of Amazon's B2C model for retail services is that Amazon has been selling self-
operated books online in the early stage and has a complete logistics system, which gives 
Amazon an advantage in the mailing[1]. At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Internet 
in the United States has undergone nearly half a century of development. The masses are not 
very resistant to online shopping and do not need low-priced products from small merchants 
to attract customers. Therefore, Amazon's initial B2C retail platform developed smoothly. 

With the development of e-commerce platforms, Alibaba and Amazon have also begun to 
expand e-business models. On July 6, 2011, Amazon officially launched platform services for 
small and medium enterprises[3]. Individual sellers can display their products on the platform, 
enjoy the platform's product promotion channels, and provide Amazon logistics services for 
third-party sellers. Amazon collects commissions in each transaction and charges through 
logistics services. Similarly, Alibaba has also launched a B2C business. In 2012, Taobao 
launched the Tmall website to fully deploy B2C business[3]. Tmall strictly controls quality, tries 
to get rid of the doubts about product quality received when Taobao is a C2C website, and 
strictly safeguards consumers' interests. In the development process of the two companies, 
with the expansion of scale, they have further enriched and improved their own business 
models, which are worth learning from most startups. 

3. Alipay: mobile payment in different markets 

As an Internet company with its leading e-commerce platform, Alibaba and Amazon must pay 
attention to online settlement methods. During the development of Amazon, the share of 
individuals with credit cards in the US has been at the forefront of the world. This online 
payment provides a good foundation because consumers are more likely to accept this online 
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payment form. However, At the time of Alipay's rise, credit cards are not very popular in China. 
In 2010, China's credit holdings were only a quarter of the US credit card holdings. 

 

 
Figure 3. Number of credit cards in the US [6] 

 

 
Figure 4. Number of credit cards in China [7] 
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People were not used to using credit cards as a daily payment method, which was different in 
the US. Relying on cash transactions, Chinese consumers lack trust in private transactions, 
which makes Alibaba urgently need a more convenient and reliable online payment method to 
help customers and small businesses. At the same time, small companies in China also face 
difficulties in raising funds. Therefore, Alibaba combined these two problems and gave a 
solution: Alipay. As a third-party guarantee platform, Alipay uses the Internet to help develop 
small businesses and bring good experience and value to merchants and consumers. As a tool 
to improve China's e-commerce transactions' efficiency, Alipay leads the development of 
China's electronic payment market. 

The rapid popularity of Alipay in the Chinese market is also inseparable from the development 
of equipment. After Alipay launched its mobile payment service in 2008, China's smartphone 
market has just ushered in accelerated growth. At the same time, from 2008 to 2009, China's 
mobile Internet users ushered in a discontinuous growth, which brought excellent 
development opportunities for mobile payments. This trend is similar to the current Indian 
market. From 2013 to 2015, smartphone users in India also showed a similar growth trend as 
China five years ago. According to forecasts, India's e-wallet and mobile payment services will 
continue to accelerate growth, which has laid the foundation for mobile payment companies' 
development. Paytm, an app established by an Indian company invested by Alibaba uses a 
business model similar to Alipay and is developing rapidly in India. 

In contrast, because Amazon did not encounter online severe payment trust problems in the 
early stages of development, Amazon's mobile payment solution was proposed late. In 2015, 
Amazon launched Amazon Pay to provide customers with online payment services and simplify 
the consumer shopping process. Amazon Pay uses its trust in the Amazon brand to gain and 
retain a large number of Amazon customers. The number of users paying with Amazon Pay 
almost doubled in 2016, with 32% of users using Amazon Pay on their mobile phones. Amazon 
is hugely innovative in the cashless field. Compared with Chinese users, Americans pay more 
attention to privacy on the Internet, so Amazon launched Amazon one, which uses palm 
recognition to promote the new payment method of mobile payment to the market in a more 
acceptable way. Simultaneously, Amazon uses the advantages of its own logistics system to 
develop an offline unmanned store Amazon Go. Using computer vision, deep learning, and 
sensor fusion technologies, Amazon Go entirely skips the traditional cashier checkout process 
and provide a new application scenario for cashless payment.  

In terms of the product's attributes, Alipay is actually an Internet bank, which has investment 
products, mutual funds, and lending services, and has similar attributes to traditional banks. In 
contrast, Amazon Payment is only an online payment method without complicated financial 
functions. The reasons for the different development of Alipay and Amazon Payment are related 
to the two markets' degree of supervision. As the center of the 2008 financial tsunami, American 
society has stringent supervision of financial companies. In such an environment, the 
development of Alipay's financial services cannot be so smooth. However, China's regulatory 
agencies have not experienced major crises and are not mature enough, so Alipay has taken 
advantage of the small and microloan rules. Today, the Central Bank of China suspended Ant 
Financial’s IPO and began to monitor Alibaba’s systemic risks in China’s financial industry to 
prevent the occurrence of a financial crisis. With the strengthening of supervision in the future, 
Alipay's development road will become bumpier.  

4. Alibaba and Amazon's “failed” products 

As the world's top companies, Alibaba and Amazon, have made many cash cow products, such 
as Taobao and AWS mentioned above. However, in the process of exploring new products and 
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new business models, they have also made mistakes, investing a lot in products that are 
ultimately unprofitable or difficult to occupy the market.  

Take Alibaba as an example. After Baidu's success, Alibaba realized the search engine industry's 
massive potential and invested a lot of money in search engine research and development. 
However, due to the misjudgment of market share, it entered the market too late and eventually 
invested a lot of money, but the effect was not significant. After realizing the problem, Alibaba 
adjusted its goals to focus on B2B and B2C search and applied it to e-commerce platforms to 
optimize the customer experience.   

Fire phone, released in 2014, is a smartphone brand owned by Amazon. The price of the Fire 
Phone is only $199, which is low compared to other smartphones on the market. However, even 
after large-scale promotions, Fire Phone’s sales are still sluggish. This is due to Amazon's 
miscalculation of the public's acceptance of emerging brands and failure to set clear target 
customer groups. At the time of sale, Fire Phone chose to enter the more high-end European 
and American markets first, but its hardware level is difficult to reach the high standards in the 
hearts of the public. At the same time, its price is also difficult to compete with brands taking 
the cost-effective route. Amazon mistakenly estimated its brand's added value and mobile 
phone design capabilities, which led to its ultimate failure in the European and American 
markets. 

5. Conclusion 

Today's two giants in the Internet industry, Alibaba and Amazon, are increasingly competing in 
the field of e-commerce. In the cross-border e-commerce market, Amazon has occupied a 
stronger position, but at the same time, it is difficult to achieve greater breakthroughs and 
development in this field. Alibaba, the dominant player in China's e-commerce market, has used 
its geographic advantages to establish strategic partnerships and investment networks in 
Southeast Asia. 

Both Alibaba and Amazon focus on e-commerce, supplemented by cloud services and digital 
media. Their main similarities are e-commerce and cloud computing, but their specific 
businesses are different. Amazon operators independently and controls everything, buying and 
selling through its own hands, owning warehouses, and selling its own products. Alibaba, on 
the other hand, plays the role of the platform. It does not participate in sales but only provides 
a platform for small business and brand manufacturers to reach consumers. After that, sellers 
and buyers communicate face to face. 

Currently, policies are also affecting the development direction of the two companies. At 
present, Amazon is further developing in its home country. The risk of government intervention 
is also increasing. And Alibaba has an excellent partnership with the Chinese government. 

In order to lay out the direction of future development, As nearly two years after Ali's internal 
after continuous adjustment, now also gradually by commercial Ali into science and technology, 
Alibaba now in addition to the familiar e-commerce business, in recent two years and several 
the emerging field got obvious progress, above is like now of the mobile payment, cloud 
computing, and is the latest chip industry, including Ali's cloud computing is more and more 
people as Ali for the future development of the new drive. 
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